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Thrust Carbon Methodology

Introduction
The Thrust Carbon methodology is a combination methodology. It utilises best practice from

many methodologies, with improved input data, to supply best-in-class carbon calculations. We

recommend reading our Philosophies section to first understand why we take this approach,

and then continuing to our specific methodology section for each calculation.
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Philosophies of the Thrust Carbon methodology

Our methodology should stand on the shoulders of giants

The world’s leading methodologies are created by passionate climate scientists and researchers

with decades of experience. They have prodded and challenged general assumptions and

received wisdom to create methodologies that are state-of-the-art.

Thrust Carbon therefore looks to stand on the shoulders of these great methodologies. We look

to ask: what is the best methodology for a given dataset? Is there better input data that can be

plugged into the existing methodology? Are there adjustments that can be made to the

methodology to further increase accuracy?

An example of how we amend existing methodologies to increase accuracy:

● The ICAO air methodology does not include a multiplier for the indirect effects of

carbon emissions at altitude (also known as radiative forcing). However, this is now an

accepted multiplier that is found in other leading methodologies such as DEFRA, so we

adjust the ICAO methodology in order to obtain this increased level of accuracy.

Occasionally we will conduct our own research if we do not believe that existing data is

sufficient. For example:

● Methodologies that utilise aircraft seat capacities will rely on the manufacturer's

handbook for maximum seating. However, capacities can vary by up to 20% between

airlines depending on their seating configurations, and can therefore have a substantial

impact on final calculations. We have therefore conducted substantial additional

research to source real-world configurations of aircraft seating.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 5



Multiple methodologies can - and should - be used

We firmly believe that different methodologies have different strengths for different datasets,

and therefore it is appropriate to use differing methodologies in the same calculation year to

reach the most accurate carbon calculation.

Air example

Companies are often encouraged to choose between the ICAO and DEFRA methodologies.

● The ICAO methodology enables emissions for individual aircraft types to be calculated

based on real-world fuel burn data for aircraft, making it a perfect choice when you

know the exact aircraft type of a flight.

● The DEFRA methodology has conducted extensive research to know average flight

emissions but doesn’t allow specific emissions of different aircraft types to be factored

into the calculation.

Therefore, the most accurate way of calculating a business’s footprint is to use both

methodologies: when you know the aircraft type the ICAO methodology is superior, but when

you do not know the aircraft type the DEFRA methodology will return the best researched

average.

Climate science is evolving fast, and so should methodologies

New climate science is being published daily. Likewise, vendors are opening up and providing

more data on a daily basis. We can use this to provide better calculations and useful analysis,

which is the ultimate goal of climate focussed businesses.

Therefore, we do not restrain ourselves by calendar years and publication dates. When a better

method of calculation is available, it is investigated by the team. If appropriate, our

methodology is updated, and we republish this document to include the best available

calculation methodologies.

If clients would like to ensure all calculations in the same reporting period utilise the same

methodology before publicly disclosing emissions (e.g. as part of CDP reporting), they can easily

use their preferred Thrust Carbon tool to trigger a recalculation at the end of the reporting

period.
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Re-baselining & recalculating should be embraced

It is important that every business builds an accurate picture of their carbon emissions.

However, the constantly evolving nature of climate science means that a businesses footprint

calculation might change over time. This evolution should be celebrated by businesses, and

they should take pride in the fact they are striving to be more accurate each time they disclose

their carbon emissions.

For this reason, Thrust Carbon makes it effortless to recalculate and re-baseline emissions. If

you’re unsure when and how to re-baseline, we suggest you start by reading the GHG Protocol

guidance on re-baselining thresholds, and talk to your Thrust Carbon account manager.

Balancing useful analysis and diminishing calculator returns

Thrust Carbon believes in giving businesses the tools they need to reduce their carbon

footprint, rather than just a raw emissions number. We believe that the analysis insights are

more useful than a CO2 number, and we would advise clients to avoid the diminishing returns

of some carbon calculators.

For example, we are sometimes asked about the different approaches airlines take to

calculating the impact of taxiing at an airport. However, these typically result in a carbon

difference of around a percentage point, and we have never seen this output used in a useful

way. This contrasts with elements such as airline load factor, aircraft type, and freight to

passenger factors, which have a far larger impact on an aircraft’s emissions (as high as 30%), and

analysis can be meaningfully used to influence the choice between rival flight options.

This is not to say that we do not intend to increase the accuracy of our calculators (in fact, if

you can think of an area that you wish had greater accuracy, we probably already have a

working group researching it), but we want clients to know we prioritise analysis tools that

help them reduce their footprint.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 7



Base approach to all methodologies

CO2 equivalents (CO2e)

According to the Kyoto Protocol, there are seven primary greenhouse gasses that are

contributing to climate change. These are: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide

(N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) and

nitrogen trifluoride (NF3).

All of these greenhouse gasses have different intensities of effect on the climate. To create a

more accessible and usable final number, we combine these effects to produce an overall

number of equivalent CO2 (CO2e).

Carbon from infrastructure construction

We have yet to see a methodology that accounts for the substantial carbon released during

infrastructure construction. This is extremely disappointing, since airports, rail tunnels,

highways, and ports are some of the largest infrastructure projects on the planet, and their

carbon should be divided amongst users of that infrastructure. In future methodologies, we

hope to account for this deficit.

Using correct annual underlying methodologies

Many underlying methodologies that Thrust Carbon relies upon are published on an annual

basis. Where this occurs, Thrust Carbon will use the most appropriate annual methodology. For

example, for 2019 travel calculations, Thrust Carbon may apply the 2019 DEFRA methodology.

Annual methodologies are typically published midway through the calendar year, so we highly
recommend clients rebaseline and recalculate their emissions before publicly reporting their

emissions to ensure the latest and most up-to-date emissions factors are used (see the

philosophies of Thrust Carbon section).

It is worth noting that newer does not always equal better for carbon methodologies. Annual

methodologies are typically based on the variable factors for that year’s carbon calculation (e.g.

that year's renewable vs. non-renewable energy mix), so for example, a 2019 methodology is not

necessarily better than a 2018 methodology.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 8



Flight methodology

Methodologies we use

Thrust Carbon builds upon multiple base methodologies, and will apply the most appropriate

methodology given the data provided. These base methodologies are (in order of preference):

1. DEFRA Fuel methodology

a. Used when the direct fuel burn is known (e.g. for a charter flight)

2. ICAO

a. Used when the aircraft type is known

3. DEFRA Aviation methodology

a. Used when the flown distance is known

4. Spend methodology

a. Used when only spend data is known

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 9



Modifiers & lookups applied to all methodologies

One of the challenges of any carbon calculation is having sufficient input data to maximise a

carbon methodology’s accuracy. Where gaps exist, we conduct data lookups to use a

methodology to its full potential.

Radiative forcing

This is a modifier that accounts for the indirect effects of the release of greenhouse gasses at

altitude. For example, the impact of contrails, black soot, the effect of aviation on clouds, etc.

DEFRA has conducted a thorough review of scientific literature and has reached a multiplier of

1.9x to account for these effects.

It should be noted that DEFRA concluded that there was significant scientific uncertainty

regarding the multiplier for radiative forcing, and that it is quite possibly undercalculated. Due

to the risk of undercalculation, DEFRA provide both a radiative forced and unforced value, and

advise businesses to use a radiative forcing multiplier by default.

We advise clients to expect the radiative forcing multiplier to increase over the next decade.

Fare code to class lookups

We understand that often your dataset will not contain the class flown on a flight segment, but

you might instead know the fare code. Whenever you provide a fare code, we will attempt to

match it to the most appropriate class for that airline.

We are aware that in North America the term ‘first’ is frequently applied to ‘business’ during

short haul travel, so we convert these tickets into ‘business’ for consistency across reporting.

Aircraft type lookups from flight numbers

Many clients do not know the aircraft type that they have flown on, but instead they find

themselves in possession of the flight number. To increase calculation accuracy, we will attempt

to look up the most likely aircraft type for that flight number.

If the flight occurred in the past, we will know this with a high degree of certainty. If the flight

has not happened yet, there is a good chance the aircraft type will change. Therefore, we

recommend that you recalculate your emissions after the flight or at the end of your reporting

year in order to see data for the most up-to-date aircraft type.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 10



DEFRA Fuel methodology
Please note that this is not the DEFRA methodology used for standard aviation calculations (see
below).

When the precise amount of aviation fuel burnt is known (e.g. for a charter flight), we can

precisely calculate the emission released as this is a straightforward chemical reaction. The

exact conversion factor will depend on the type of fuel used (i.e. aviation spirit or aviation

turbine fuel), and we use the conversion factors found in the ‘Fuels’ section of the DEFRA

methodology.

Due to the indirect effects of non-CO2 emissions, we also apply a radiative forcing multiplier to

the directly calculated emissions (see below).

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 11



ICAO Methodology

The ICAO carbon calculator methodology enables almost every aircraft factor to be taken into

account when calculating a carbon emission. It is therefore highly dependent on the input data

supplied; while the base ICAO methodology includes some useful defaults, we aim to

supplement this with newer & more precise data whenever possible.

The ICAO methodology first calculates distance travelled and corrects this distance for closed

airspace & traffic. The methodology then looks for the fuel burn for that aircraft over the stated

distance, works out the fuel burn per-kilometer, and adjusts for the number of economy seats

and proportion of freight. This will give a share of the fuel burn per economy passenger.

Once the fuel burn per economy passenger is known, this can be converted into CO2e, and then

multiplied by the footprint of the passenger's seat (e.g. business class or first class), and the

number of passengers that travelled for the purpose of the calculation.

Trip distance

We calculate trip distance by finding the shortest Great Circle Distance (GCD), which is the

shortest distance between two points on the surface of a sphere.

We then adjust for the effects of closed airspace, stacking, and routing changes due to weather.

We call this ‘adjusted distance’. At present, we apply the modifiers supplied in the ICAO

methodology:

Great Circle Distance Correction to Great Circle Distance

Less than 550km +50km

Between 550km and 5500km +100km

Over 5500km +125km

We use the ICAO modifiers because we find research in this area unsatisfactory, with no clear

consensus by researchers on the most appropriate modifier to apply.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 12



Aircraft type

The ICAO methodology contains a datasheet on the fuel burn of aircraft types in commercial

operation at the time the methodology was written (2018). This ICAO datasheet is well

researched, with data taken from a variety of sources, including: real world reported fuel burns,

computer simulation via the PIANO software1, and regression analysis for some newer aircraft.

However, some aircraft types are missing, so we aim to fill in those blanks rather than rely on

averages. Improvements in the efficiency of aircraft are highly predictable year-on-year, and

recent research has shown this to hold up with newer aircraft models2. We therefore take a

similar approach to the ICAO and perform our own regression analysis to calculate the

emissions of newer aircraft where the exact fuel burn profile has not been published.

Therefore this regression analysis should keep us within a small percentage of the true aircraft

type performance, and as better data is published for each aircraft, our model will be updated.

Winglets / Wingtips

When an aircraft is fitted with winglets, this will typically be reflected in their aircraft type code,

and is therefore incorporated into our calculations. For example, the 73W is the winglet version

of the 73G.

In some uncommon cases, an older aircraft may have been retrofitted to have wingtips without

a change in aircraft type code. This is both non-standard and it is not possible to identify these

flights through our existing data sources.

2 https://theicct.org/publications/fuel-burn-new-comm-aircraft-1960-2019-sept2020

1 https://lissys.uk/
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Fuel burn over distance

Aircrafts do not burn a linear amount of fuel for each kilometer travelled. For example, aircrafts

burn more fuel at takeoff stage, and must burn additional fuel in order to carry fuel. We

therefore look up the most likely fuel burn for the distance travelled, using a mixture of ICAO

reporting and our regression analysis (see Aircraft type section above).

This can have interesting implications:

● Some aircraft types are optimised for particular flight lengths

● At a certain point, a long distance flight becomes less efficient than two shorter flights

that do not need to carry as much fuel per flight-segment.

Calculation of economy seats

The ICAO methodology relies on an aircraft’s theoretical maximum economy seat load factor in

order to work out the per-seat economy emissions. However we believe this can drastically

under-report emissions by 10% or more since the real world seat factors on aircraft do not

normally follow a maximum configuration setting. Frequently, aircraft will provide higher seat

pitches than the legal minimum, more-comfortable seats that are thicker, or have additional

toilets or crew service areas.

We have therefore used published seat maps from over 1,000 aircraft configurations to research

the real-world economy seat numbers for the different aircraft types supported by our system.

Where the aircraft has premium, business and first class seats, we have used the premium cabin

seat multipliers (below), to calculate their equivalent in economy seats.

Freight factor

We currently rely on the freight and mail load factors reported by ICAO, who provide a

comprehensive database of passenger vs freight factors. It is important that a passenger’s

carbon account does not include the emissions of the commercial freight in the aircraft’s hold.

We therefore reduce the passenger emissions by the freight factor utilised on that routing.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 14



Passenger load factor

Passenger load factor can have one of the largest impacts on emissions when comparing

different flight choices. Therefore, we do not rely on the defaults in the ICAO methodology,

which only provide a load factor per-flight-region based on 2016 research. Instead, we utilise

external datasets that provide monthly passenger load volumes for over 500 leading carriers,

coverring well over 99.99% of commercial aviation flights. Where an airline is not supplied as an

input to a calculation, we instead use datasets to find appropriate averages across the aviation

sector for that year.

Passenger load factor data is typically available on a monthly basis, but trailing the relevant

month by 6-12 months (this is a supplier limited due to the commercially sensitive nature of this

data - not a Thrust Carbon limitation). Whenever an emission calculation is requested for a date

after the most recently available reporting month, we will use the last reporting month

accessible.

Class of travel

Different classes of travel take up a different proportion of space on an aircraft. The ICAO

methodology applies an inadequate 1:2 ratio between economy and non-economy classes. This

is a vast over-estimation of business class for short haul flights, and an underestimation for long

haul flights.

We therefore apply the seat multipliers found within the DEFRA methodology. Like DEFRA, we

use different multipliers for short haul and long haul.

● For short haul (<3,700km), this amounts to a 1:1.5 multiplier (e.g. the middle seat is

blocked out, or two business class seats take up the footprint of three economy seats).

● For long haul: we apply a 1.6x multiplier to premium economy seats; 2.9x multiplier to

business class; 4x multiplier to first class travel.

Number of passengers

We currently multiply by the number of passengers supplied as an input. We recommend that

you avoid passing ‘infant-in-lap’ tickets, as they do not technically take up any additional space

on the aircraft and their luggage is minimal compared to the freight calculation.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 15



DEFRA Flight methodology

The DEFRA flight methodology provides multipliers for different flight distances (e.g. ‘Domestic’,

‘Short’, ‘Long’ - see below), and different classes of travel. This is based on comprehensive

research of actual flights taken on the routes used for their analysis.

The breakdown by distance is important because the aircraft types and seating configuration

typically differs drastically depending on the distance flown. For example, short haul flights

might use a turboprop plane that is more efficient than a long-haul plane, and might have a

seat that does not lie flat for business customers.

Domestic vs Short haul vs Long haul

The DEFRA methodology looks at the world through the lens of “Domestic to/from UK”, “Short

haul, to/from UK”, “Long haul, to/from UK”, “International, to/from non-UK”. This leaves a gap for

the application of the methodology to domestic and short-haul that is not to/from the UK.

Applying something like the domestic modifier, which is designed for flights across the UK, to a

cross-country trip in the United States, would be a misleading calculation. Despite the fact both

flights could be considered ‘domestic’, the US flight would be better compared with a European

‘short-haul flight’. We therefore interpret domestic and short-haul based on distance rather than

borders.

In order to calculate these emissions, we have interpreted:

● Domestic is used on flights under 300km. This is because the DEFRA methodology was

modelled on aircraft travelling within the UK. At 300km, a flight from London would

reach other major non-UK European cities.

● Short-haul is used on flights under 3,700km. This is based on guidance within the DEFRA

methodology notes.

● Long-haul is used on any flight over this distance.

Distance

We calculate distance based on the Great Circle Distance (GCD).

It should be noted that the DEFRA conversion factors already account for the impact of closed

airspace, traffic and rerouting due to weather conditions. We therefore do not apply a modifier

to the DEFRA distance.
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Adjustments for airline load factors

DEFRA provides conversion factors that do not differentiate between airlines. However an

airline’s load factor can have one of the largest impacts on aviation emissions. We therefore

take the DEFRA conversion factors - which are based on UK Civil Aviation Authority statistics -

and proportionally adjust according to each airline’s individual load factor, which we have

established through detailed in-house research into each individual airline

Spend methodology

The Thrust Carbon spend methodology is only used when no location data is provided, but

spend data is available. This is a calculation of emissions based on a regression analysis of over 1

million flights in the Thrust Calculator system that have pricing data attached.

Where appropriate, we adjust spend data to account for currency differences.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 17



A note on Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)

Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF), is a type of manufactured fuel that does not rely on extracting

non-renewable fossil fuels from the ground. Until electric or hydrogen planes become

commonplace, it is hoped SAF will enable aviation to continue flying while meeting climate

goals. We are excited for the potential of SAF over the coming two decades.

Efforts are being made across the industry (notably IATA and ICAO), to create methodologies

and data sources for SAF usage. The most advanced of these is the ICAO’s Global Framework for

Alternative Aviation Fuels3 (GFAAF) initiative, which is a database on the adoption of SAF, so

that internal and external members of the aviation industry can access key SAF data.

The ICAO has also published lifecycle methodologies so that the fuel carbon emissions of an

alternative fuel can be calculated (i.e. so that the carbon of producing and transporting the

alternative fuel can be taken into account).

Despite all this progress, we do not believe that SAF should be included in carbon calculations

at this time. We hold this opinion for a number of reasons:

● The GFAAF database contains information on SAF deliveries, but it does not provide

reliable data on how much is used on a given set of planes. For example, if a truck of

SAF is delivered to an airport, will that be used on a single flight, or on 20?

● The feedstock and type of SAF is not always reported, which means carbon calculators

cannot accurately account for the lifecycle emissions of the fuel.

● The radiative forcing multiplier has not been adequately addressed by the industry (you

can read about radiative forcing above). Even if a perfect SAF was a zero emission fuel

replacement, it might still have radiative forcing power equivalent to the original fuel.

○ It is hoped that in future Sustainable Aviation Fuels might have a lower radiative

forcing multiplier due to the reduced use of aromatic hydrocarbons compared

to regular fuels. However, at this time, this has not been adequately studied.

● In many cases, the premium for SAF is paid for by corporations on behalf of airlines.

These corporations then claim the full benefit of the SAF purchase as a reduction

against their Scope 3 emissions. It is therefore improper for other businesses to claim a

Scope 3 reduction because they fly on a plane that utilises SAF, since this reduction is

already accounted for by the purchasing business.

3 https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/GFAAF/Pages/default.aspx
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Note: That is not to say SAF does not have a place in carbon accounting. While we do not
believe it should be an input for carbon calculations at this time, we do think that businesses
should include SAF as a post-calculation reduction if they have purchased SAF. It would
therefore be treated in much the same way as an offset or carbon capture initiative, and would
lower a businesses Scope 3 emissions.

This is not to say we are not including SAF in our products. In Q1 this year, we will include SAF

information for airports and flights so that this can be displayed to our customers and they can

use this information to make purchasing decisions based on SAF availability. We also stand

ready and excited for developments in Sustainable Aviation Fuel methodologies.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 19



Hotel methodology

Methodologies we use

We use the most appropriate of the following three methodologies for hotel emissions:

● Hotel Carbon Measurement Initiative (HCMI)

○ Used when this data has been provided directly by the hotel.

● Cornell Hotel Sustainability Benchmarking Index (CHSB)

○ Used when we do not have direct hotel data available.

● Spend methodology

○ Used when no hotel specifics are available, but spend data is supplied.

Many customers would like to compare properties in the same city, yet since it is rare to know

an individual hotel property’s carbon emissions, we therefore also provide:

● Thrust Carbon Hotel Sustainability Index

○ A sustainability scoring system for every hotel in the world.

Together, we can ensure our actions don’t have to cost the earth. 20



Hotel Carbon Measurement Initiative (HCMI)

The Hotel Carbon Measurement Initiative (HCMI) is run by the Sustainable Hotel Alliance and

provides a consistent methodology & tool that hotels can use to measure their carbon

emissions. In particular, the tool gives an output of:

● Carbon footprint per occupied room on a daily basis; and

● Carbon footprint per area of meeting space on an hourly basis.

Unlike other methodologies - such as the CHSB (below) - using HCMI data is the only way to

accurately report carbon emissions on a per-property basis.

Scope of the HCMI calculation

The Sustainable Hotel Alliance describes the HCMI calculation’s scope as:
“The methodology includes all energy used ‘on site’ (including fuels such as natural gas,
oil and other fuels, purchased electricity, and mobile fuels from vehicles and other
equipment). It also includes, if applicable, carbon emissions from outsourced operations
(e.g. laundry).”4

Reporting a new vendor’s HCMI report

If clients are interested in having the most accurate carbon emissions from their vendors, we

request that the hotel submit their HCMI report for inclusion in the Thrust Carbon hotel

database.

Carbon emissions from hotel meals

The HCMI does not include information on hotel meals, despite the fact that hotel meals are a

substantial cause of carbon emissions at hotels. This is confounded by the popularity of hotel

buffet breakfasts that have significant food miles and wastage emissions.

This is an area of active research for Thrust Carbon and will be incorporated into an updated

version of the Thrust Carbon methodology soon.

Non-verification of HCMI data

There is currently no independent verification system for a hotel’s HCMI report. This creates an

opportunity for carbon accounting fraud, so we would advise clients to be dubious of hotels

with strong HCMI scores but that do not have third-party eco-certifications.

4 https://sustainablehospitalityalliance.org/resource/hotel-carbon-measurement-initiative/
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Cornell Hotel Sustainability Benchmarking Initiative (CHSB).

When we do not have a hotel’s HCMI calculation available we will fall back to the Cornell Hotel

Sustainability Benchmarking Initiative. This is an annual study that takes the HCMI data from

over 20,000 hotels around the world. It is the only study of its kind and is considered the

best-in-class for calculating hotel carbon emissions within a region.

Scope of the CHSB

The CHSB takes HCMI data, and therefore covers many of the data points discussed above. In

addition, it also requests the total square footage of guest rooms at a property in order to

provide a per-square-foot carbon analysis.

Outputs from the CHSB

The CHSB provides sustainability data for a country/state/city. In addition, this data is

sometimes broken down by hotel quality. For these segmentations, the following outputs are

provided:

● Carbon footprint of a 1 room-night stay

○ This takes into account the hotel’s occupancy

● Annual carbon footprint for a hotel divided by number of rooms

○ This is a cruder measure that does not consider the hotel’s occupancy

● Annual carbon footprint for a hotel divided by the number of occupied rooms

● Annual carbon footprint of a hotel by square foot & square meter

● Carbon footprint of a hotel’s meeting room, per square meter, per hour

How we use the CHSB

We are able to use CHSB data in two ways. We are able to calculate the carbon footprint of a

hotel stay for each region, based on the hotel’s quality; and, if the square footage of the room is

known, we are able to provide a more accurate carbon emission based on the room’s square

footage.

Data gaps in the CHSB

While the CHSB is an extremely useful tool, it has a number of significant gaps. In many cases,

entire countries are missing (e.g. the country of Denmark), or there are large gaps for a city (for

example, there might only be a carbon number for midscale hotels in a city, rather than upscale

hotels. Please see below for how we fill data gaps.
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As explained in the HCMI section, the carbon emissions from hotel meals are not currently

incorporated into carbon calculation methodologies. However, this is an area of active research

for Thrust Carbon.

How we fill missing star ratings and countries

We conduct a regression analysis of the CHSB data in order to estimate the carbon footprint of

hotel quality segments in a city, where another hotel quality is known. For example, if we only

know the carbon footprint of a midscale hotel, we can use this to estimate the carbon footprint

of an upscale hotel, based on the differences seen in other cities.

When countries are missing, we conduct a regression analysis of the greenhouse gas emissions

from electricity generation. This is a reliable indicator that compares against the

decarbonisation of their energy sector, which is one of the key sources of carbon emissions for

a hotel.

Multipliers in use

The CHSB provides both mean and median multipliers for their data points. Due to the small

data samples, and the presence of outliers that we believe to be erronous (e.g. 10x emissions

from some hotels), we have chosen to use the median value since leaves us unaffected by the

impact of outlier values.

Spend methodology

The Thrust Carbon spend methodology is only used in instances where no location data is

provided, but spend data is available. This is a calculation of emissions based on a regression

analysis of over 500,000 hotel stays in the Thrust Calculator system that have pricing data

attached.

Where appropriate, we adjust spend data to account for currency differences.
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Thrust Carbon Hotel Sustainability Index (TC-HSI)

Many travellers would like to be able to directly compare the sustainability of different hotels in

the same city. Unfortunately,  this is not possible with any conventional tool, due to the city

level averaging of the CHSB, and the limited availability of HCMI reports.. Instead, Thrust Carbon

has built the Thrust Carbon Hotel Sustainability Index (TC-HSI).

Outputs from the TC-HSI

The Thrust Carbon Hotel Sustainability Index (TC-HSI), provides a score out of 100 for every

hotel on the planet. 100 is the best possible score, and 1 is the lowest.

How we score hotels

This scoring system takes into account as much sustainability information as possible for a hotel.

It includes both hard information (such as HCMI or CHSB numbers), and soft information (such

as net zero plans). The information factored into the scoring system includes:

● HCMI data

● CHSB data

● The hotel’s market segment (e.g. midscale, upscale, full service resort, etc).

● Any eco-labels that a hotel has achieved

● Eco-label quality and third party verification

● A hotel chain’s net-zero plans

● A hotel brand’s included amenities (e.g. free buffets)

● A hotel chain & brand’s progress towards phasing out single-use plastics

● Specific sustainability initiatives:

○ Waste diversion

○ LED light bulb replacement

○ Smart air conditioning

○ Non-daily laundry initiatives

○ Green energy generation and use

○ Any other sustainability initiative reported

We aim to include every factor reported by a hotel brand, no matter how minor, and include it

in our scoring. Therefore, our scoring methodology is constantly evolving as more data becomes

available so that every hotel can be accurately compared against their peers.
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Rail methodology

Methodologies we use

The Thrust Carbon rail methodology is made up of three approaches:

● Local rail factors

○ Used when data is available from local countries & suppliers

● Fall back to the DEFRA multipliers

○ Used when the local factors are not available.

● Spend methodology

○ Used when distance information is unavailable, but spend information is

provided.

Local rail factor methodology

In many regions, Thrust Carbon utilises the rail factors reported by that region’s rail companies

or governments. For example (including, but not exclusively):

● DEFRA for UK

● SNCF for France

● DB for Germany

● SBB for Switzerland

● EPA for US

● VY for Norway

● SJ for Sweden

● VR for Finland

● DSB for Denmark

● OBB for Austria

● SNCB for Belgium

● CD for Czechia

● OSE for Greece

● Irish Rail for Ireland

● NS for Netherlands*

● CP for Portugal

● CFR for Romainia

● SZ for Slovenia
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This enables us to provide the most accurate emissions number for each region’s rail travel. In

almost all cases, the rail factor is a multiplier applied to per-passenger kilometer of travel.

* NS purchase green energy to report that their per passenger km emissions to be 0g.

Factor date

Reporting of rail factors typically lags the current date by one year or more. In the event that

multiple years have been reported, Thrust Carbon will attempt to use the closest year when

there is no available dataset for that year. For example, if a country has only published in 2020

and 2021, Thrust Carbon will apply the 2021 dataset for a journey in 2022, and the 2020 dataset

for a journey in 2019.

Appropriate local factor

In most cases, there are multiple rail factors available for each region. For example, in the UK

there are rail factors for both national and international rail travel. We therefore identify the

routing to enable us to use the most appropriate rail factor for the dataset.

Travel class

In almost all cases, local rail methodologies do not account for class of travel by passengers. We

find this disappointing, since a first class seat typically has a higher footprint on a train and is

therefore responsible for a higher proportion of emissions.

Where possible, we conduct research of local seat maps to identify the multiplier for different

seat classes from varying suppliers. In cases where this data is unavailable, our fallback is a

multiplier of 1.5x for business/first class passengers.

Measuring distance

If the client provides distance data, we prioritise the use of this over our own distance

calculation. In some cases, this may account for the indirectness of rail routing.

Where this is unavailable, we rely on the Great Circle Distance (GCD), which is the shortest

distance between two points on a sphere. We appreciate this is unsatisfactory, since trains

rarely travel in a straight line; unfortunately there are poor academic sources for the ‘skew’ to

apply for true rail routing. This is therefore an area of active research at Thrust Carbon which will

be corrected in an upcoming methodology version.
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International rail

Where rail crosses borders, we will first check to see if a local rail factor already exists for this.

Where this rail factor exists, this will typically account for the emissions across the entire line.

For example, DEFRA publishes an international rail factor which encompasses emissions across

the Eurostar network.

Where an international rail factor is not published, we apply the rail factor at the journey’s

origin location.
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DEFRA rail fallback

In some locations there are no reliable sources for rail emissions. We therefore fall back to the

DEFRA emission factors. Many methodologies mistakenly apply the DEFRA ‘international rail’

factor, since these are carbon emissions occurring outside of the UK, however we believe this

approach to be mistaken. The DEFRA ‘national rail’ factor encompasses domestic emissions from

a rail network, and that is therefore the most appropriate multiplier to apply to another

country’s domestic travel.

This is an area of active research for Thrust Carbon, and in future we intend on either finding

local rail factors or creating a regression model for rail factors for individual nations.

Spend methodology

The Thrust Carbon spend methodology is only used when no location data is provided, but

spend data is available. This is a calculation of emissions based on a regression analysis of over

33,000 rail journeys in the Thrust Calculator system that have pricing data attached.

Where appropriate, we adjust spend data to account for currency differences.
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Car methodology

Methodologies we use

The base methodology for car emissions is the DEFRA model.

Unfortunately, similar high quality models are not available for other nations. There is also a

data gap where the exact car type rented is rarely recorded, so we are not able to use WLTP

figures for a car’s journey. This is an area of active research for Thrust Carbon, and we anticipate

publishing developments in upcoming methodology versions.

In the event that only spend data is known, we will fall back to a spend based methodology.

DEFRA base methodology

The DEFRA car methodology is a model published by the UK government that enables the

calculation of car emissions by the car’s category, distance driven, and fuel type.

Distance calculation & days rented

In some cases, the distance driven in a car is provided in the car rental data, in which case this

can be directly fed into the Thrust Carbon calculation. Unfortunately, in most cases this is not

available for travel data. Instead Thrust Carbon is only provided with the number of days of a

rental.

To date, there is no average mileage information published for the car rental industry. We have

therefore performed an analysis of all the car rentals recorded in the Thrust Carbon system

where distance information is known (with erroneous outliers removed), and have learnt that

the average distance driven per-day in a car rental is 113.01km. Therefore, when only the number

of days of a rental is known, we apply this distance multiplier.

ACRISS car code to SMMT car segment

Most businesses only know the ACRISS car code for a car rental. This is a four letter code that is

standard across the car industry and indicates the category of vehicle rented. An example

ACRISS code and translation is:
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CDAD

Compact 4-5 Door Auto Unspecified Drive Diesel Air

Unfortunately, the DEFRA model works off of SMMT car segment categories. These do not

match up directly with ACRISS car codes, so Thrust Carbon performs a lookup of the first letter

in the ACRISS code to find the corresponding SMMT car code.

Thrust Carbon then uses the last letter to match the appropriate fuel type to the vehicle rental.

In the event that the ACRISS is not supplied, Thrust Carbon will fall back to DEFRA’s average car.

Spend methodology

The Thrust Carbon spend methodology is only used when no location or distance data is

provided, but spend data is available. This is a calculation of emissions based on a regression

analysis of over 18,000 car rentals in the Thrust Calculator system that have pricing data

attached.

Where appropriate, we adjust spend data to account for currency differences.

Meetings ancillary emissions methodology

Generic traveller (no distance or modality data available)

If no attendee travel is known for your event but you want to consider the emissions from

attendee travel to the event the Thrust Calculator can apply an average emission per traveller.

Thrust Carbon has conducted research into business travel in both Europe and the USA. We

would recommend you apply the European emission factor only if your event is hosted in

Europe. Whereas if your event is hosted in any country outside of Europe including the USA we

recommend applying the emission factor for an event at a USA event venue.

Event at a USA / non-European event venue

A generic traveller emission has been estimated by Thrust Carbon using research conducted by

the EPA based on data collected from the American Census to determine an average distance
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travelled for business trips. This same census research facilitated the calculation of modal split

of transport taken by a traveller for the aforementioned calculated average distance of travel.

Emission factors from the EPA were utilised to determine the total emission per traveller based

on the average distance travelled and average mode of transport.

European event venue

An average distance travelled and mode of transport used per business event was extrapolated

from data collected by the Institute of Mobility Research, Berlin. The surveys conducted by the

Institute of Mobility research covered the countries of the European Union in addition to Great

Britain. Travel emission factors from DEFRA were used to determine an average emission from

travel per attendee.

Generic traveller (distance or location pair available but modality
unavailable)

Where it’s possible either to use a distance or origin and destination pair provided by the user,

we use the US EPA census data to calculate a weighted average emission per km. The weighted

average is arrived at based on that inputted distance, the implied transport mode split

according to the EPA census and the EPA emission factors for each transport mode.

Meeting rooms

The CHSB (see above) provides an estimate of the emissions per square meter of meeting room.

We fill any gaps in the same way as described above.

Based on the country of the meeting room booking, we multiply the average emissions per

square meter of meeting space by the number of square meters estimated for the meeting

room booking.

Digital attendee

Those who “dial into” a meeting rather than travelling to be there in person generate far lower

emissions but not zero. It’s therefore important to account for those emissions. Electricity

consumption associated with operating network infrastructure is the driver of those emissions.

Since electricity consumption is a multiple of time, we apply an average carbon emission factor

per hour of the meeting.
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We provide two emission factors, one for where the attendee is in Europe and one for the rest

of the world.

These are based on research done by the University of Bristol in collaboration with Netflix (rest

of world), and by the Carbon Trust (Europe).

Catering & food waste

What and how we eat has a huge impact on the planet, with industrial agriculture being an

important driver both of carbon emissions and of habitat loss.

The more we waste, the more we emit, both from the extra food that the world’s farmers have

to produce and from the direct impact of waste management. We account for all these

elements in the Thrust Carbon methodology.

The source for this data is the International Olympic Committee, Our World in Data and the

book How Bad are Bananas? The Carbon Footprint of Everything. This allows us to provide

average emission amounts associated with a consumed meal from the global foodstuffs supply

chain.

Food & beverage emissions

We calculate the emissions associated with producing portions of different meal types. The

variables are:

● Number of portions

● Type of meal (vegetarian, chicken etc.) - the different main protein sources change the

emission level associated with the portion. If the meal type is unknown, we have a
default multiplier for a standard meal.

● Number of accompanying beverage servings, hot and cold

Food waste calculation

Thrust Carbon wants to encourage maximum data transparency and recognise the

achievements of venues and other event value chain participants in addressing the food waste

problem. Emissions of food waste are orders of magnitude lower when composting food waste

rather than sending it to landfill, for example.
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At the same time, we want to ensure that if high-quality information is unavailable, our users

are provided with a default waste emission amount accounted for as a separate line for

visibility.

The inputs are:

● Type of meal (buffet vs plated)

● Amount of food waste in kilograms (if known)

● Final destination of food waste - food banks or animal feed (donations), compost,

landfill - expressed as a % of the total food waste weight

The purpose of collecting the type of meal (buffet vs plated) is so that we can apply default

waste percentages sourced from the academic journal Sustainability to the food portions

already entered. If the amount of food waste in kilograms is inputted, then this overrides the

default waste amounts of buffet / plated waste.

Changelog

Version 2022-11-02

Added methodology explanations for meetings & events emission types - Catering, Meeting

Rooms, and Generic Travellers to meetings for cases where the user has limited information

about attendee travel plans.

Version 2022-07-13

Provided more detail about the rail methodologies used, including countries with specific

factors and how we handle years without an available factor.

Version 2022-04-11

Made minor changes to clarify frequency of data updates for some underlying data sources in

the air and hotel methodologies.

Version 2022-01-01

This is the first published version of the Thrust Carbon methodology (previously, Thrust Carbon

reports contained an embedded methodology).
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